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D = Dwasieden section (Rügen island)

G = Gnitz /Weisser Berg (Usedom island)

S = Siekierki profile (Oder river valley, E-Poland)

O = Osning trough area (NW-Germany

Recent neotectonics: NW-SE trending active vertical fault system 

(Ihde et al., 1987). …velocities of the fault movements are very low, 

measuring less than 0.1 mm/year on average (Ellenberg, 1991)

. … recently a low-seismicity area.



From: Brandes et al. (2012)

Example #1: Oerlinghausen sand pit at Osning Thrust zone (NW Germany)



Example #1: Oerlinghausen sand pit at Osning Thrust zone (NW Germany)

From: Brandes et al. (2012)



Example #1: Intermediate to distal alluvial-fan deposits in the Oerlinghausen sand pit. 

The inversion structures exposed in the northern part of the pit. 

The stereographic projections show the consistent northward dip of the faults. 

From: Brandes et al. (2012)



Example #1: Intermediate to distal alluvial-fan deposits in the Oerlinghausen sand pit 

show a variety of soft-sediment deformation structures, including closely spaced small-

offset normal faults, ball-and-pillow structures, sills and irregular sedimentary 

intrusions, dykes (cf. fig. C, D) and sand volcanoes (cf. fig A, B). 

These deformations must have been most likely triggered by earthquake-induced 

shocks (Brandes et al., 2015). 

The seismic events of Osning Thrust took place between 15.9±1.6 ka and 13.1±1.5 ka,  

connected with the Weichselian deglaciation and a magnitude of ca. 5.5 (moderate)

From: Brandes and Winsemann (2013)



Example #2:  Siekierki (W Poland): Two layers with typical soft-sediment deformation 

structures in  postglacial Late Saalian/Early Eemian lacustrine sediments were interpreted 

as seismites connected with Saalian deglaciation (Van Loon & Pisarska-Jamroży, 2014). 



Example #2: Two ‘event horizons’ show intense folding, collapse, sag and load structures, 

indicative of liquidization and fluidization. Such structures have been caused by sudden 

shocks, most probably resulting from seismic events. (Van Loon & Pisarska-Jamroży, 2014)



Example #3: Gnitz peninsula: deformation structures including 

liquefaction, slumping, and faulting, have first been documented and 

interpreted as seismites by Hoffmann and Reicherter (2012). 
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Example #3: profile Weisser Berg (new by GREBAL 2017): 
Seismically induced deformation structures in glaciolimnic/-lacustrine deposits
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Example #4: Rügen island - Dwasieden profile (new GREBAL 2017): 
The deformed  structures (DL1-3) have been first interpreted by as periglacial 

active layer deformation (“Brodelboden”, Ludwig 1954/55). 



Example #4: Rügen island - Dwasieden profile (new GREBAL 2017): 

SSDS of the lower disturbed layer DL1 is evolved during periglacial 

conditions…here documented by ice wedges structure

but…
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Example #4: Rügen island - Dwasieden profile (new GREBAL 2017): 

…The detailed studies of the GREBAL team in 2017 shows, the 

deformation of the upper disturbed layer DL2/DL3? are different 

and most likely caused by seismic event...
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Photo by Belzyt (2017)



Example #4: Rügen island - Dwasieden profile (new GREBAL 2017): 

connected to the first Late Weichselian ice transgression (~ 26-23 ka)

Photo by Belzyt (2017)
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Overview of GREBAL investigation sites in southern peribaltic area

Belzyt et al. (abstract PATA 2017)



Thank You for attention! 

If You want discuss about seismites in NE-Germany? 

…..meet us at our poster!
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Tungustka event (30th June 1908 )

Toba eruption (~75 ka)

Explosion at Chernobyl nuclear power plant (1986)


